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The classical method of characteristics for the integration of real tirst-order PDF 
is extended to complex equations, via a symplectic structure on the complex 
cotangent bundle that is holomorphic along the ftbres. lntegrability is shown to be 
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The purpose of the present article is to clarify the relation between the 
solvability of an overdetermined system of first-order nonlinear PDE, 
p,(x, dw)=O, j= 1, . . . . n, (1) 
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HP, = i (aPj/aSk) alax, - (apjlaxk) a/Xk9 j= 1, . ..( n. (2) 
k= I 
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Equations (1) are complex and, in general, the solution H: will not be real. 
One must therefore hypothesize that the functions p,(.u, 0 are holomorphic 
with respect to the “fibre variables” cn, which vary in C. 
The article extends to this stuation the classical method of charac- 
teristics. However, since the base manifold .I in which .I- varies is real, and 
the functions p, are merely % Y, not analytic, in general characteristics will 
not exist. Such “facts of life” steer the course of generalization. The sym- 
plectic geometry foundation must be adapted to a set-up in which part of 
the variables (.u) are real and part (0 are complex, and all functions in the 
complexified cotangent bundle CT*.N arc holomorphic along the fibres 
CT:. N. The (complex) symplectic structure is not carried by the com- 
plexilied tangent spaces to CT*.& but by their quotients modulo the space 
of vectors tangent to the fibres that are of type (0, 1 ), i.e., modulo the lincar 
combinations of the Cauchy Riemann operators ?/?g,. The sections of the 
resulting vector bundle are not true vector fields; but they act as true vector 
fields on functions .f‘(.u, <) that arc holomorphic with respect to <. This is 
how the Hamiltonian fields (2) must be interpreted. 
This symplectic geometry, half real and half complex as it is, calls into 
play only submanifolds of CT*.// whose intersections with any fibre 
CT:. N are complex analytic submanifolds of CT:. K (either empty or of a 
fixed complex dimension). It makes sense to say that such a submanifold 
is involutive, or isotropic, or Lagrangian. The red dimension of a 
Lagrangian submanifold A of CT*. N is not usually equal to N = dim. fC; 
what is equal to N is the sum of the (real) rank of the base projection rr 
rcstrictcd to A and of the complex dimension of A n CT, # 0. Our basic 
hypothesis is that the zero-set z‘ of the functions p,, . . . . p,, is an involutive 
submanifold of CT*.& on which the rank of rr is equal to N. We also 
assume that the tibre-differentials r’; p, are linearly independent on Z. 
WC affix the adjective “libre-hoiomorphic” to the various ingredients of 
this symplectic geometry, e.g., the ,f~bre-holomorphic, Poisson hruckel (1; g ) 
of two %’ functions in CT*./I whose restrictions to the tibres @TF.K are 
holomorphic. Here the Darboux theorem is not generally true. As a matter 
fact, the main theorem of the paper, Theorem 2.2, states the equivalence of 
the following two properties: the existence of a set of fibre-holomorphic %’ 
functions p,(x, <), y,(.~, 0 (,j= I, . . . . N) incorporating the p, in Eqs. (1) and 
such that 
(p,* Pk] = {up qk} = {P,, 9k) -6,k =O, j, k = 1, . . . . N; (3) 
the existence of a V’” solution w(x, 0) of (1) which is holomorphic 
with respect to 0 and whose differential with respect to x is equal to 0 at 
the “central” point x0 (with 8 varying in an open neighborhood, in 
,?Z n CT:,,&, of a pre-assigned value 0,). 
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Theorem 2.1 equates the solvability of the nonlinear system (1) to the 
existence of “first integrals” that satisfy the Poisson bracket conditions (3), 
for the system comprising the Hamiltonian “vector fields” (2) as we1 as the 
Cauchy-Riemann vector fields C a,c’/c?g, tangent to 2. Sections 4 and 5 are 
devoted to instances in which known results about the integrability of 
the latter system (such as the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem or recent 
embedding theorems for CR manifolds) yield strong solvability results for 
the former, nonlinear, system. 
For the sake of simplicity attention is limited to Eqs. (I), which are of 
the eikonal type. More general equations 
p, (.Y, II’, LIW) = 0, j= 1, . ..) n, (4) 
could have been studied as well. It would have required equipping the 
bundle of complex one-jets with its natural fibre-holomorphic symplectic 
structure. It is done in Section X.1 of [S]. The extension to one-jets is both 
routine and cumbersome. At any rate, a well-known trick, based on the 
introduction of an additional variable x,,, reduces a system (4) to a system 
(1 )-as shown in Section 3, in which the main theorem is interpreted for 
semilinear equations. 
A solvability result for a class of (complex) semilinear PDE in the plane 
can be found in [3]. The reader interested in the uniqueness aspects of the 
questions discussed here may be referred to [4] (see also [S, Chap. X]). 
1. THE FIBRE-HOLOMORPHIC CATEGORY 
Throughout the present article ..X will denote a %?= manifold; 
dim.A = N; CT*& will denote the complex(ified) cotangent bundle of .,& 
and CT& its complex tangent bundle; n: CT*& + JZ will stand for the 
base projection. Given an open subset 52 of @T*.A we shall call fihre- 
holomorphic any continuous function in 52 whose restriction to Q n CT.:./? 
is holomorphic, whatever x E .A. We shall denote by &t,(Q) the space of 
fibre-holomorphic functions in 52. 
The differentials of the germs, at arbitrary points of CT*.&?, of the libre- 
holomorphic functions of class %” (or %‘=) make up a vector subbundle of 
CT*(CT*A) which will be denoted by S”-‘(CT*.&). We shall often use 
local charts in @T*.l defined by means of a local chart in .&, 
~~Yy~~ 
x,): without exception (and without it being always recalled) 
will denote the complex coordinates in the complex cotangent 
spaces YCT:~ (XE U) with respect to the basis dx,, . . . . dx,. Over 
@T*J? I u, .?“~O(@T*.,/ko is spanned by &‘, , . . . . d[, together with the 
pullbacks (via n) of dx,, . . . . dx,. 
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The orthogonal of F”,“(@T*./ti*) for the duality between complex 
tangent and cotangent vectors at points of @T*.X is the Cauchy-Riemann 
bundle tangent to the libres CT:&, here denoted by TF’(CT*.I). Over 
CT*.I I ,, (see above), TF’(CT*A) is spanned by ~?/a[, , . . . . a/?[, . The dual 
of .9-“~“(CT*.l) IS naturally isomorphic to the quotient vector bundle 
.F’.‘(CT*,I) = @T(CT*.X)/TP’(~T*.,I). A section of .Y~‘~~(CT*..K) is not 
a true vector field. But of course, it acts as a true vector field on ‘6’ 
functions that are fibre-holomorphic. In the local coordinates .I-,, <, over U 
it is represented by a vector field 
k -- I 
We shall say that the section represented by Y is fibre-holomorphic if 
the coefficients ak and hk are tibre-holomorphic. We use the analogous 
terminology for sections of ,F”.‘( CT*M)). 
Given any point YE CT*.& we equip each fibre .F~,‘.“(CT*.I) with a 
complex symplectic structure, as follows. In local coordinates, consider two 
elements of .!F.~,‘.“(@T*.l), u, = xi= I uik d-Yk + hik dik (i = 1, 2). We define 
k-l 
It is readily checked that the value of (1.1) does not depend on the 
choice of the coordinates x&; and the function y + o:.(ul, u?) is smooth 
(resp., tibre-holomorphic) if this is true of both sections ul and u2 
of Y”*‘(CT*&). The @-bilinear functional 0;. on S~.‘~“(@T*M) x 
F.;,‘.‘(CT*M) is nondegenerate and therefore defines an isomorphism 
I,: .~~.‘(@T*~)-,~-.;‘.‘(a3T*.~). The pullback of o;, under the map 
l7 x t7 is a nondegenerate, skew-symmetric C-bilinear functional on 
F.;.‘(CT*A) x .F,l.‘(CT*.L)); as 7 ranges over CT*.X the functionals o; 
define a differential two-form on CT*.X, 
co= x dck A d.Yk, 
k-l 
to which we refer, in the sequel, as the fundamental symplectic (fibre- 
holomorphic) two-form. 
If E is a complex vector bundle over CT*& and D is an open subset of 
CT*.& we denote by %“(Q; E) the space of V’ sections of E over Q 
(0 d r < +a~). Let us then compose the maps 
&F,(Q) I-T W=(Q) 3 u + du E V”(Q; .F”.“(CT*.X)) 3 r 
+ I*% E %‘” (Q; S’.“(CT*.N)) 
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(I* is the pullback map defined by the isomorphisms I;, defined by oy). The 
section of .F’,‘(CT*.M) corresponding to UE &Xr(Q) n%?=(sZ) will be 
called the j&e-holomorphic Hamiltonian vector field of u and denoted by 
H,. Over the local chart (U, x,, . . . . xN) its expression is given by 
&=I 
Of course H, is a fibre-holomorphic section of .F1~o(@T*d) over Q. If v 
is another element of &Xr(Q) n V’“(Q) the (fibre-holomorphic) Poisson 
bracket of u and t’ is equal to 
(4 1;) = i (&/ci(,) ’ /” CV OXI, - (h/dx,) (?t’/& = H,v = -H,u. 
&=I 
All the customary formulas, valid in real symplectic structures, are also 
valid here: e.g., the Jacobi identity and its consequence 
CH,, WI= H!,,;. (1.2) 
The present set-up faithfully mimics the symplectic structure of the real 
cotangent bundle T*A. The only difference is that tibre-holomorphy (of 
the functions, of the differentials, of the “vector fields”) must be preserved 
at each step. 
In this vein we shall deal solely with submanifolds Z of CT*& that are 
libre-holomorphic: by definition this will mean that, for every x E ./t, either 
2I n CTz.X is empty or else it is a holomorphic submanifold of Q=T,T.d 
whose complex dimension v is independent of x. As a consequence the 
intersection T:‘(CT*A) n CTC is a vector bundle over Z, of (complex) 
rank v. This vector bundle is the tangential Cauchy-Riemann bundle of the 
“libres” Zn @T:.L; we call it T:‘(Z). We denote by S’.‘(Z) the image 
of the natural (injective) bundle map @TZ/TF’(Z) + .?‘.‘(@T*.M) = 
CT(CT*.M)~~‘(CT*.M). A section of Y’*‘(Z) is a section of S’*‘(CT*..X) 
which is tangent to 2. 
In accordance with the terminology in real symplectic geometry we shall 
say that C is sympfectic if the restriction of o to each fibre of S’.‘(Z) is 
nondegenerate; C is isotropic if the pullback of w  to Z vanishes identically; 
Z is co-isotropic, or involutive, if, whatever y E Z, the orthogonal S;*‘(Z)’ 
of S.:.‘(C) in .F.:.‘(CT*A) for the bilinear functional w., is contained in 
S’.‘(Z). Finally, we say that Z is Lagrangian if Z is both isotropic and 
co-isotropic. 
EXAMPLE 1.1 Let h E VT(M) and let A,, denote the range of the section 
x + (x, dh(x)). The pullback to Ah of the one-form 0 =I:=, ck dx, is 
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equal to dh; therefore the symplectic two-form o = do vanishes identically 
on A,,: A,, is isotropic. Given any 7 E A,, the complex tangent space to A,, 
at ;! consists of the lift of the complex tangent vectors to .X at n(y). By 
using local coordinates x, one sees immediately that it is equal to S.t.O(Z) 
as well as to .F.:,~“(Z) ’ Thus A, is Lagrangian; dim A,, = N. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let ..K’ be a smooth, closed submanifold of .,1p. We 
select the local chart (U, x,, . . . . .Y,) in such a way that .M’n U = 
{xEU;x,+, = ... = X, = 0) (0 < r = dim, .,K’ d N). Then the complexified 
conormal bundle of . ,t’z” in . K, @N*. K’. can be defined over U by the 
equations s, , , = ... = s, = <, = ... = c, = 0. Clearly the pullback of 
(1) = z:; _ , (i</, A d.u, to CN *.M’ I t; vanishes; .J/ ‘.“( CN*.M’) is spanned over 
Cl%*. K’ I c by ?/i’s,, . . . . cl/?x,, ?/tic,+ , , . . . . Z/C:<, and is thus equal to 
.F’.“(CN*. K’) ’ . This proves that @N*. 68 is Lagrangian; note that 
dim, CN *./N’ = 2~ - r. 
As Example 1.2 shows the (real) dimension of a Lagrangian submanifold 
A of CT*.zY can take any value between N and 2~. Suppose the rank of 
ICI,,,, the base projection restricted to Al is equal to r at every point of A 
and let 1’ denote the complex dimension of the intersections A n CT:. N 
that are not empty. We always have 
r+\‘=N. (1.3) 
2. SOLVABILITY OF SYSTEMS OF FIRST-ORDER DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A libre-holomorphic, % ’ , closed submanifold Z of 
CT*..M will be called a system of first-order dl~ferentiul equations 
(abbreviated below to gwems of DE) if it satisfies the following two condi- 
tions: 
the base projection rr restricted to z’ has rank N at every point of Z: (2.1) 
L‘ is co-isotropic. (2.2) 
WC shall say that the system 2‘ is holonomic if, moreover, Z is Lagrangian. 
Property (2.1) entails that n(Z) is an open subset of .K. If furthermore 
we take into account the fact that Z is libre-holomorphic we see that Z can 
be covered with open subsets Q of CT*./ in which there exist functions 
PI 9 ... pn E 319;tr(Q) n g”(Q) that have the following properties: 
Z‘nQ= {(x,[)~Q;p,(x,[)= ... =p,(x,c)=O); (2.3) 
d,- p, A . . A dc pn # 0 ut every point of C n Q. (2.4) 
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The integer n < N is the complex codimension in CTTJY of the 
holomorphic submanifold Z n CT:.,@ (for those ,Y E .M such that the latter 
is not empty). 
The orthogonal of Y’.“(Z) for the symplectic form w  = I;= i d[, A d?c, 
is spanned, over the above set R, by the fibre-holomorphic Hamiltonian 
“vector fields” H,,. Condition (2.2) requires that they be tangent to Z, i.e., 
H,,P~-O on ZnQ: 
p, = . . =pII=o* yj, k = 1, . . . . n, 1 P,3 P& 1 = 0. (2.5) 
Property (2.5) remains valid if we replace p,, . . . . p, by linear substitu- 
tions p,’ = 1: _ , c/k Pk) with c,kE&!r(R)r\%=(R), det(cjk),,,.k<n#O. 
Observe that dim. Z = 3~ - 2n; when Z is holonomic, dim. Z = N. In the 
latter case the intersections Z n CT:. K are discrete subsets of CT*.&, for 
all .Y E A. 
A ‘X’ function w  in an open subset U of .Ai* will be called a solution in 
U of the system of DE 2’ if (x, dw(x)) EL for every XE U. If the section 
U 3 x + (x, dw(x)) is contained in an open subset Q of @T*M in which the 
representation (2.3)-(2.4) is valid, we must have 
p/(x, hdx)) = 0, vj= 1, . . . . n, vxfz u. (2.6) 
DEFINITION 2.2. We say that the system of DE Z is soluahfe ar the point 
(x,, io)~Z’ if there is a %?‘“’ solution MI of Z in an open neighborhood U 
” of .x0 such that dw(x,) = 6”. 
THEOREM 2.1. For the system of DE .?Y IO be solvable at (x0, co) EC it 
is necessary and sujflcient that ,?I contains a holonomic system of DE, A, 
pussing through (x,, co). 
Proqf: Let U and M’ be as in Definition 2.2. The section U 3~ -+ 
(x, dw(x)) E Z is Lagrangian (see Example 1.1) and passes through (x,, lo). 
Conversely, let A be as in Theorem 2.1: since A satisfies Condition (2.1), if 
the open neighborhood U of .Y” is sufficiently small there is a Vm section 
U 3.~ + (x, I(.Y))E A such that [(x0) = co. The pullback to A of the 
symplectic form 0 = d(xi-, ik dxk) vanishes identically. By the Poincare 
lemma there is a function 1~ E 9?‘(U) such that i = dw in U. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. A holonomic system of DE is solvable at ever!? one of 
its poinfs. 
Henceforth 2‘ denotes a system of DE. We shall deal with tibre- 
holomorphic functions in an open subset c” of Z; they are the continuous 
functions in G whose restrictions to all intersections fin CT:‘& (xE.M) 
are holomorphic; they make up a space denoted by X,tr ((!:). 
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For brevity we call Vi the orthogonal Y’.“(Z) of S’*“(Z) for the sym- 
plectic form o. As already stated, “v;, is a vector subbundle of (complex) 
rank n of Y’-I.“(Z); when (2.3)-(2.4) is valid, H,, , . . . . H,” form a linear basis 
of S; over LnL?. From (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) we derive {p,, p,} = 
c; = 1 Ci,k pk, whence. by ( 1.6), 
CH,,,, H,,,l = i C,,k-H,, + pkHc,,,. 
k=l 
Therefore, when restricted to Z, 
[I-I,,,, &I = i CrikHPr (i,j= 1, . . . . n). 
k=l 
In other words, the commutation bracket of two sections of Vi- (regarded 
as operators on the fibre-holomorphic V?= functions) is again a section of 
YE. This defines on Z a fihre-holomorphic formally integrable structure, 
akin to the %” formally integrable structures as defined in [S]. 
In the sequel, a %’ function u in an open subset C of t‘ will be called a 
solution of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations in C if u E &et (0,) and 
if Lu=O whatever the section L of wi over c”. Then let y be an arbitrary 
point of 0 and extend u as a ftbre-holomorphic %’ function ii in an open 
neighborhood Q of Jo in CT*&. Let p,, . . . . p, be as in (2.3b(2.4). Since u 
is a solution of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations, H,ii = -H,p, 
vanishes identically in Z n Q ( c e), whatever j = 1, . . . . n. This means that 
H, is a section of S’*‘(Z) over .?I n 52, which is easily seen to be independ- 
ent of the choice of the extension 17. Patching together these sections yields 
a section of Y-‘.‘(Z) over Z n C, which we denote by H,. This observation 
allows us to introduce the iibre-holomorphic Poisson bracket {u, g } = H, g 
of the solution u of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations with an 
arbitrary function ge &Mt(O) n%“(6). When g is also a solution of the 
homogeneous Hamiltonian equations, {u, g} = - {g, u}. 
DEFINITION 2.3. We shall say that the system of DE Z is stably solvable 
at the point (.ro, lo) E Z if the following property holds: 
There exist an open neighborhood U of x0 in A, one, c’, (2.7) 
of co in Zn CT,$N and a function w(x, 0) E%‘“(U x C), 
holomorphic with respect to 0, that satisfy the following 
two conditions: 
VXEU, 8EC’, (x, d,W, e))Ez; (2.8) 
veec, d, w(xo, e) = 8. (2.9) 
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Below we use the notation rn = N -n = dim,(Zn CT,zO.M). Note that 
dimRC=N+2m=3m+n. 
THEOREM 2.2. For the system of DE C to he stably solvable at (x,, co) 
it is necessary and sufficient that the .following equivalent conditions be 
satisfied: 
There exist an open neighborhood fi of (x,, co) in Z and 2m (2.10) 
solutions of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations in (2, 
u, , . ..) u, ) v , ) . . . . v,,, E W (P), such that 
(u,,U&}-{v,,u&}={U,,v&}-~,&=O (j,k= 1, . . . . m). (2.11 
There exist an open neighborhood 8 of (x0, co) in Z and m (2.12 
solutions of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations in 8, 
u,, . . . . u, E %‘/” (o’), such that 
(u,, U&} = 0 (j,k= 1 , ..., m); (2.13 1 
the map c+u(x, c) (u= (u,, . . . . u,)) is a biholomorphism of (2.14) 
d n CT.:.,& onto an open subset of Cm independent of 
XE7@). 
Proof: We shall reason above a local chart (U, x,, . . . . x,), with .X”E U. 
Possibly after relabeling the coordinates x, we may assume that Z is 
defined, in an open neighborhood f2 of (x,,, co), by equations 
4m* , = q,k i,t . ..1 in,), j=l n, , . . . . (2.15) 
with q, (x, l, , . . . . <,) E &V,(Q) n w”(Q). By virtue of (2.5), the pullback of 
0 to S’*‘(Z) IQ is equal to 
dii- i (dqklax,) dxk 
k-m+ I 
k =g+, (dqkldii) dxk). 
A. (2.10)*(2.12). Property (2.10) entails that the pullback of w  to 
F’*O(Z) IQ is equal to xr=, du, A du,. Consequently, there is a constant 
matrix (Y,.,)~., = I. .._. 2m E Sp(m, C) such that, at the point (x0, co), 
4- i (aqklaxi)dxk= f Yt.,duj+Yl.m 4 ,dv, (1 <i<m). 
k=m+l I= I 
Let us then define the functions in 8, 
m 
ht = C Yt.j”, + 7i.m + jv) (1 bi,<m). 
,= I 
It is clear that the iii are solutions of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equa- 
tions and that the Jacobian matrix of II,, . . . . ii, with respect to [,, . . . . c,,, is 
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equal, at (x0, co), to the m x m identity matrix I,. By virtue of (2.11) the 
Poisson brackets {ii,, lik} are constant in 8’. But at (x,, co), {ii,, rik} =O, 
hence Ifi,, iik} E 0 in (r. Thus all the conditions in (2.12) are satisfied if we 
substitue ii, for u,. 
B. (2.7)*(2.12). For fixed UEC’, the section U~X+(.Y,~,~(X, 8))e.E 
describes a Lagrangian submanifold A, of CT*.& (cf. proof of 
Theorem 2.1). The Hamiltonian structure bundle $i- restricted to A, is con- 
tained in s’.“(n,,) since V&l,,,c .Y’-I.“(~(,)- and since A, is co-isotropic. 
We make use of the fact that dt.O~(.~O, 0) = I, according to (2.9). We may 
apply the holomorphic implicit function theorem (with $5’” dependence on 
the parameter .YE.M) and regard II as a function of (x, [), u(x, i), by 
solving the equation [ = ~,w(x, 0). It is clear that the neighborhood z 
can be chosen to satisfy (2.14). On the other hand, since each function 
U/(X, <) is constant (and equal to U,, thejth coordinate of 0 in c-space) on 
/i,, u, is annihilated by any section of $;-. Again due to the fact that 
A, is Lagrangian, (u,, uk). -0 on A, and therefore {u,, uk} ~0 in a 
whole neighborhood of (x,,, co) fibered by submanifolds A,. 
C. (2.12)+(2.7) and (2.10). We avail ourselves of (2.14) to solve the 
equations u(s, <) = 0 with respect to i = {(x, fl). As before let A, denote the 
submanifold of ,?I consisting of the points (x, [(x, ti)). Since the functions u, 
are solutions of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations, the vector 
bundle Y”. restricted to A, is contained in .F’.‘(An). By virtue of (2.13) 
each H, (j= 1, . . . . m) is also a section of .F’.‘(An). Let us reason in an 
open set Q in which (2.3b(2.4) holds. The differential dp,, . . . . dp,, span 
CN*,?I over ,?I n Q; because of this and of (2.14) we must have du, A .. . A 
du,,, A rip, A . . A dp, # 0 at every point of L‘ n 52 (possibly contracted 
about one of its points). It follows that H,,, . . . . H,,, H,,, . . . . H,,” are linearly 
independent and span .F’.‘(Ae) along A, (note that the rank of 3’-‘(A,,) 
is equal to N = m + n). But then w  E 0 on A, since all the fibre-holomorphic 
Poisson brackets of the functions ul, . . . . u,, pl , . . . . pn vanish identically. 
This means that the pullback of x.,“-, ck dx, to A, is closed 
and therefore, by Poincari’s lemma, ck = I~H’/~.v~ for some function 
w  E % 7- (U x e), holomorphic with respect to the second variable, 8 (here U 
and G are neighborhoods as in (2.7)). This proves that (2.7) holds true. 
With w(x, 0) as we have just selected it, set Z, =&~/de,, v,(x, i)= 
Zi(x, u(x, i)). Let us reason in an open set 12 in which (2.3) (2.4) are valid. 
We have 
H,~,= f: (azj/ax, + i (az,/ae,) ih,/ax,) apJlaik 
k=l /= I 
- ,t, (aZi/ael) aul/ack) aPliaxk} 
(_ 
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k=l I= I 
= i (@,/a[,) dzi/d.rk = i (+j/&) d*w/axkdO,. 
k I k=I 
If we differentiate Eqs. (2.6) with respect to 0 we obtain that the restriction 
of H,,vi to A, vanishes identically. As a consequence we can select an open 
neighborhood 8 of (x,, co) in ,?Y, fibered by the Lagrangian submanifolds 
A,,inwhich {p,,o,}~Oforalli=l,..., m,j=l,..., n. 
In the coordinate system I,, . . . . s,, B,, . . . . 0, in 17: we may write 
(2.16) 
k. I 
whence, in A,,, 
As a consequence of this we obtain (always in A,) 
=,c, (az,/ae,) ( c (waik) a~axk~-afae~ 
k- 1 
= f (az,jae,) H,,- ape, 
I= I 
by (2.16). We derive 
= azjfae, - azklao, = o 
since Z,= aw/S,. This concludes the proof of (2.11) and therefore of 
(2.10), and of Theorem 2.2. 1 
Remark 2. I. The preceding proof of the entailment (2.12) 3 (2.10) shows 
that the solutions ui and rj of the homogeneous Hamiltonian equations, in 
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Property (2.10), can be selected to satisfy the following requirement, in 
addition to (2.1 I): 
The Jacobian matrix of ul, . . . . u,, t!, , . . . . c,, with respect (2.17) 
Y 
to bl 7 , . . . . k,,r XI, . . . . x,, is equal to I,, at (x,, i,). 
Equations (2.15) provide us with local representations of .?I that are espe- 
cially convenient. They suggest that we change the notation for the coor- 
dinates: we write f, instead of x,,, , k and rk instead of i,, +k (1 G k <n). 
Now < stands for (iI, . . . . [,) and the functions pk in (2.3k(2.4) have the 
expressions 
pk=r/,-qqk(-Y.I,i) (I <kbn). (2.18) 
(2.19) 
- ,c, {(@,IK,) Gkic;.Y, - (2q,Px,) dq,ldi;} 
This shows that the Poisson brackets ipi, p,) are independent of 
‘I = (T,, . . . . T,). Since they vanish when r =q(x, I,() (q= (q,, . . . . q,,)), we 
conclude that, in Q, 
(Pk? p,l-O, Vk, I= 1, . . . . n. (2.20) 
Combined with (1.2), (2.20), entails that [H,,, H,,] E 0 in R. 
Let U be an open subset of n(Q). That WE%'(U) is a solution of the 
system Z means that, in U, 
2w/2t, = q,(x, 1, w’,), j= 1, . ..) n. (2.21) 
The central point, which lies in U, will now be called (x,, to). We reason 
about a point (x0, f,, co, TV) of C (T,, = q(x,, t,, co)). We may coordinatize 
C n Q by means of x,, 4’,, fk (i, j = 1, . . . . M, k = 1, . . . . n) and identify a point 
0~ Ln CT:o~ to a point in C”’ by means of its c-coordinates, 8,, . . . . I),. 
Condition (2.9) can then be stated as 
wr(xO, H) = 0. (2.22) 
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Next, going to Condition (2.10) we may extend the functions ui and cj 
to Q (possibly contracted about (x,, 1,, co, TV)) as functions independent of 
T; such extensions are obviously fibre-holomorphic. By virtue of (2.19) it 
follows that all the Poisson brackets of ui, uj, pk are independent of T. But 
then (2.11) entails, in R, 
{u,, uj} = {u,, c,} = {u,, c,} -6,,= {u,, pk} 
= IL!,, pkj =o, Vi, j = 1, . . . . m, k = 1) . . . . n. 
Finally, we observe that, in R, 
(2.23) 
{ui? 1,) = {u,, I/} = {pkt 1,) -dk, 
= l,,f,)=O { , Vi,j= 1, . . . . m, k, I= 1, . . . . n. (2.24) 
In other words, Property (2.10) states that we may find functions 
u;, u,, pk, I,E .%fr(Q) n V(Q) such that, in 0, the symplectic form w  has 
the expression 
co = f du, A dL., + i dp, A dt,. 
!=I h-l 
(2.25) 
This can be seen as a libre-holomorphic variant of Darboux’s theorem. 
3. SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS 
Let -vl, . . . . x,, f,, . . . . I, denote the coordinates in R”’ + “. Suppose given 
n %” commuting vector fields 
L, = d/d, + f i.,,(x, 1) dldx, (j= 1, . . . . n), 
k I 
as well as n functions f,, . . . . f”~ %r(Rm+n x C) holomorphic with respect 
to the variable in C. We shall be interested in the system of semilinear 
equations 
Lj" =.f;(X, 1, U). j=l n. > ..., (3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that the system of linear equations 
L,$+tf;&=o* j = 1, . . . . n, (3.2) 
has a %‘= solution Ij/(x, 1, q) in an open neighborhood U of the origin in 
R! m+n x C which is holomorphic with respect to q and is such that I/I, # 0 at 
eoery point of U. 
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Then the system oj’ semilinear equations (3.1) has a F;” solution w in an 
open neighborhood of the origin in R”+“. 
Proof Our hypothesis allows us to solve the equation $(x, 1, ‘I) = 
$(O, 0,O) with respect to q; the solution IV(X, t) is a V function in a 
neighborhood of the origin in R” +“. Letting L, act on both sides of the 
equation $(.r. f, n.) = cl/(O, 0, 0) yields (L, [1+9(x, t, v)] + $&x, f, a) L,v),=: ,, 
= 0, that is, by (3.2), $,(.Y, r, rt:)( -f,(.~, I, ,v) + L,\v) =O. Since GV #O we 
obtain (3.1). 1 
If ujx, 1) is the solution of (3.1) in the proof of Proposition 3.1 
necessarily ~(0, 0) = 0. Also, since II/,(x, t, w) + Il/,,(x, I, nl) wr = 0, 
w,(O, 0) = -($J$,)(O, 0,O). (3.3 ) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. In addition IO the hypothesis in Proposition 3.1 assume 
that the following holds: 
32 , ) . . . . z, E ‘G”( R”’ ’ n ) such that the matrix 
z, = (az,/ax,)i., 1. ..m is nonsingular and 
L,Z, = 0, i= I, . . . . m,j= 1, . . . . n. 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Then rhe system (3.1) has a solution w in an open neighborhood qf the 
origin in R” + ” which depends holomorphically on 0 E C” and satisfies 
w,(O, 0, e) = 0. (3.6) 
Proof After substituting Z.,(O, 0) ’ Z for Z we may assume that 
ZJO, 0) = I,, the m x m identity matrix. If $(x, I, q) is the solution of (3.2) 
in the proof of Proposition 3.1 set 
‘R-5 1, ‘I) = !k 1, v) - Z(-F 1). (I(/,(O, 0, 0) 0 + $,(O, 0, 0)). 
Then, at the origin, 3, = rj,,, $, = -ll/,,tI, whence -$,/$, = 8. In other 
words, if we use 6 instead of $ to define the solution w  of (3.1), we obtain 
(3.6). I 
Next we relate the preceding to the theory in Sections 1 and 2. Let y be 
an additional real variable and set G(x, r, y) = yw(x, 1); (3.1) entails 
L,G = yf,(x, 1, Gv), j=l n. , . . . . (3.7) 
Conversely, if @ is a %‘” solution of (3.7) then the function w(x, r)= 
3,(x, 0, 1) satisfies (3.1). Write p, = T, + ;.,(x, 1).( - yf;(x, I, q) = 
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a(L,)(x, t, 5) - yf, (x, r, q) (‘1 is the “dual” complex variable associated 
to y); then 
{Pj* Pk} = (a(Lj)-Yf;(xv I9 tl)? a(Lk)-Yfk(X, t3 tl)} 
=a([lLj* Lkl) + Y(Lkf;-L,f; +f,zfk/ztl-fk (7!larl)’ 
If we are to have {p,, pk} =0 we must require [L,, Lk] =O, as well as 
Lk.fi - L,fk =r, SflClG -fk G$%, j, k = 1, . . . . n. (3.8) 
In the coordinates x, y, 1, r, q on the zero-set z of the functions p, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let the functions Zi (i = 1, . . . . m) he as in (3.4) and let 
$(x, t, q) be a V” solution of (3.2) in an open neighborhood U of the origin 
in IR”‘” x @ which is holomorphic with respect tu q and is such that +,, # 0 
at eoery point of U. 
The components u, , . . . u, of the m-vector Z, ‘(r + y$,/+,) and the 
functions u, + , = II/, v, = Z,, . . . . v, = Z,,,, u, + , = y/$, are solutions of the 
homogeneous Hamiltonian equations H,h = 0 ( 1 < j < n) and satisfy the 
relations 
{u,. u;} = {c,, u,} = (u,, l;,} -s,=o, i,j=l , . . . . m + 1. (3.9) 
Proof. Since + is independent of (y, 5), (3.2) is equivalent to the system 
of homogeneous Hamiltonian equations Hp,u,, + , = 0, j = 1, ..,, n. Differen- 
tiating (3.2) with respect to rl yields 
fLj+.f,a/atl-a~la~) ti,' =O, j= 1, . . . . n. (3.10) 
If then u,+ , 
i 
= y/til,, (3.10) entails Hp,u,,,+i = 0; and obviously, 
urn+ 19 cm+ ,} = 1. If vi=Zi we also have {t‘,, Uj} = (4, u, + , } = 
v,, u,,,} =0 (i, j= 1, . . . . m). 
Next we introduce the vector lields M,=xF=, pjka/axk (i= 1, . . . . m), 
where pik is the generic entry of the matrix Z ~ ‘. Since the vector fields M, 
and L, commute we derive from (3.2): 
II/, ‘(Lj+f,alall)(Mi~)+M,j;=O, i = 1, . . . . m, j = 1 , . . . . n. (3.11) 
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Szt U, = a(Mi) + JJM,@/II/,; then 
H,,uf=~(Mtf,+L,(I(/q ‘M,$)-$, ‘(Gf;/‘~)M,$+.,((ll/q ‘Mill/),) 
= ?,(M,~)(L,(I1/,‘)+~;(~~ ‘Iv - $,,I c?f;laq) 
+ PLf; + 4, ‘(L, +f;c’b%)(M,II/)L 
which vanishes identically by virtue of (3.10) and (3.11). 
Suppose 1 d i, j< m. Then {u,, 1;,} = { a(Mi), Z,) = a,,. Since the vector 
fields Mi commute pairwise, we obtain 
1~ u,l = idM,), YM,II/M,) - ~J(M,), YW+WJ 
+ ~Y~W,W,,, YM~WA,) 
= ),(M,W,II/l$,) - M,OWIII/,) 
+ (MilC/Itiq)q MjlLIIc/,-M,ll//~,(M,11//~,),) 
=Y((M,$)M,(~~, ‘)-(Mi$)M,(II/q ‘) 
+ W,$,)(M,c(/)/$: - OWW,ll/,W;:) =O. 
On the other hand, 
{u,,t’,n, I)= -Hvm.p,=& ’ hl@ + y(M(Il/, ‘) - W,‘), o?u,/c?y) 
=Y(lcI,‘((II/, ‘Mi$)q-@q ‘(M;+)(II/,‘),+$qMi($, ‘)) 
= VW, *W,$),+M,(~,‘))=0. 
Finally, we look at 
bi~,+J= -Ht.,-, u,= (~.C7/st:-~,al~y)((~(M,)+ yM,II/l$,)=O. I 
The stable solvability of the semilinear equation (3.1) entails the local 
integrability of the system (L,, . . . . L,) (i.e., the existence of the “first 
integrals” Z, , . . . . Z,). 
If the semilinear system (3.1) is linear, i.e., if &(x, r, q) = 
c,(x, 1) rt + g,(x, r), j= 1, . . . . n, the “compatibility conditions” (3.8) split 
into two sets of conditions: 
LkC,= L,c,, Lg,-L,Kk=ckg,-c,g,, j, k = 1, . . . . n. (3.12) 
The stable solvability of the linear system (3.1) is equivalent to the con- 
junction of the local integrability of the system of vector fields (L,, . . . . L,) 
and of the local solvability of the equations L,u - cju = gj, j = 1, . . . . n. 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
4.1. The Real-Analytic Case 
When .M and z are real-analytic, Theorem 2.2 yields the classical result 
that the system of DE z is stably solvable at each of its points. It 
suffices to select the functions p, in (2.3))(2.4) to be real-analytic (but 
not necessarily real-valued!) and extend them as holomorphic functions 
in some neighborhood of (x,, co). Then the holomorphic version of 
Darboux’s theorem yields functions ui and t’, (i = 1, . . . . m) as required in 
(2.10). 
4.2. The Hypocomplex Case 
We recall the following definition [S, Sect. 111.51. Let X be a V” 
manifold, dim S = p + q. A smooth vector subbundle T’ of CT*X of rank 
p is said to define a hypocomplex structure on X if .Y can be covered with 
open sets U in which there are p %” functions Z,, . . . . Z, whose differentials 
span T’ over U and have the following property: if the differential dh of a 
G?’ function h in an open neighborhood U’c U of some point x,,~ U is a 
section of T’ over U’, then there is a holomorphic function h in an open 
neighborhood of Z(x,) in Cp (Z= (Z,, . . . . Z,)) such that h = KcZ in a 
neighborhood of x0 in U’. 
In accordance with classical terminology one may say that a vector sub- 
bundle T’ of @T*X defines an elliptic structure on 3 if T’ is formally 
integrable (i.e., if the differential of any smooth section of T’ is a section of 
the ideal in the exterior algebra ACT*% generated by T’) and if, moreover, 
T’ n T’ = 0. If we introduce the orthogonal Y c CT% of T’ for the duality 
between complex tangent and cotangent vectors, ellipticity of the structure 
defined by T’ (or by I/) is equivalent to the fact that Y satisfies the 
Frobenius condition (i.e., the commutation bracket of two smooth sections 
of VP is a section of *Y) and that the characteristic set of Y’ (i.e., the inter- 
section of T’ with the real cotangent bundle T*X) is the zero-section. It is 
a consequence of the NewlanderNirenberg theorem and of Weyl’s lemma 
that every elliptic structure is hypocomplex (see [5, Chap. VI]; in Chap. III 
of the same book the reader will find nonelliptic examples of hypocomplex 
structures). 
We return to the system of DE 2’. Recall that VX is a vector subbundle 
of CTJY/TF’(z). Denote by *v;-+T:‘(z) the preimage of VX under the 
quotient map CTJC + CTz/TF’(z). Let Q be an open subset of CT*.H in 
which (2.3t(2.4) is valid. Assume furthermore that there are coordinates 
f in X(Q) such that the functions pk are given by (2.18). The vector 
;;ld: 
3, = alaii- i (@k/X,)(x, 1, i) we, (i= 1, . . . . m) 
k.- I 
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are tangent to the intersections Zn CTF,.,,M, (x, 1) E z(Q). A linear basis 
of Y; + T:‘(Z) over ,?I n 52 consists of the vector fields 
H ,,,, . . . . Hpn, $1, . . . . 9,,,. (4.1) 
Recall that dim, Z= n + 3m; the local integrability of Y’i. + T:‘(Z) 
requires that there be 2m %‘” functions J;, . . . . fi,~A%Lr(ZnQ)n 
59% (C n Q) such that, at every point of .?I n Q, 
H,, I; = 0, j= 1, . . . . 2m, k = 1, . . . . n; (4.2) 
dj; A . A CC&,, # 0. (4.3) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that Vi- + Tp ‘(L) defines on C a hypocomplex 
structure. Then L is stably integrable at every one of its points. 
Proof: Let f,, . . . . fi,,, E X,!r(Z n Q) n T(Zn Q) satisfy (4.2) and (4.3). 
By virtue of the Jacobi identity we have 
HP&f;} =O, k=l , . . . . n. 
By the hypocomplexity hypothesis (and provided 52 is sufficiently small) 
there is a holomorphic function A,, in an open neighborhood 8 off(Z n 52) 
in CZm (f=(fi,...,f2,)) such that, in LnQ, {f,,f,)=Av(f). BY 
Condition (4.3), det(A,,)#O. Call (B,) the inverse of the matrix (A,); the 
two-form 
2m 
5= c B,,(z) dzi /\ dz, 
,.,= I 
defines a complex symplectic structure on d. The holomorphic Darboux 
theorem entails the existence of complex symplectic coordinates, i.e., 
holomorphic functions ii,, 6, (1 < i, j< m) in 6 (possibly after further 
contractions of Q and &) such that 
F A,,(z)((&~,/~z,) 13,/d-?,- (%,/Zz,) %,/dz,) = 6,, (1 <k, I<m). 
,.]‘I 
If we take U, = ii, (f ), LJ, = 6, (f) all requirements in (2.10) are satisfied. 1 
It is traditional terminology to say that the system of DE L is elliptic at 
a point 7 E Z if the linearized system at y is elliptic, i.e., if the pushdown of 
(Y’& under the base projection is elliptic, in the sense used earlier, i.e., in 
the sense that 
n,((“v;);t) + n,((Yi),.) = Q)T,,,,A. (4.4) 
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Ellipticity is a stable property: if valid at 7 it is valid at all nearby points. 
Suppose (2.3)-(2.4) is valid, with YEQ, and let x,, . . . . x,, t,, . . . . t, be local 
coordinates in n(Q) such that functions pk have the expressions (2.18); then 
y = (x,, lo, co, rO). Property (4.4) is equivalent to the fact that the constant 
coefficients operators 
a/at, - i (dYkI~l,)(X”, to, i”) Vex, (k = I, . ..) n) (4.5) 
I- I 
form an elliptic system C(4.5) are the linearizations of the pi at 
(x,, to, co, rO)]. Comparing with (2.20) shows that the ellipticity of the 
system (4.5) is equivalent to that of the system (4.1) in a neighborhood of 
(x,, t,, co, ro) in Z. Thus, for C to he elliptic ut ‘/ it is necessary and 
sufficient that Yz + T:‘(Z) be elliptic in some neighborhood of y in Z. The 
latter entails that 9’; +TT’(Z) is hypocomplex in a neighborhood of 7, 
whence 
COROLLARY 4.1. If Z is elliptic at a point 7 it is stably solvable ut 7. 
When the system under study is holonomic, i.e., when the submanifold 
z’ is Lagrangian, T:‘(Z) = 0 and V’i = CTZ: the system is clearly elliptic, 
and, in this case, Corollary 4.1 is essentially a restatement of Corollary 2.1. 
In the next section we investigate a class of nonelliptic systems to which 
Theorem 4.1 applies. 
4.3. The Case of a Single Space Vuriable 
This is the case m = 1. If (2.18) is valid we have, in the coordinates x, 
t,, ..., I,, i on .T 
H, = Wt, - @q,/K)(.x, 1, 0 dldx + (dq,ldx)(x, 60 a/X, 
Condition (2.13) is void, and (2.12) means that the involutive structure 
defined on Z by the system of vector lields H,,, . . . . HP”, a/&’ is locally 
integrable. 
5. A SOLVABILITY CRITERION BASED ON THE LEVI FORM 
By the characteristic set of the system of DE Z we shall mean the charac- 
teristic set of the formally integrable structure on Z, Y” + T:‘(C); we shall 
denote it by @'ha* Z. By the Levi form of the system Z at a point 
$ E ‘X&h Z we shall mean the Levi form of Y’= + T:‘(Z) at the point 7. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the structure on Z defined by Yz + H:‘(Z) 
is locally integrable and that, at any point 9 E %kat Z, the Levi matrix of 2l 
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has at least one eigenvalue ~0. Then 2‘ is stably solvable at every one of its 
points. 
Proof: It is a consequence of Theorem 6.1, Chap. II, in [l] that if the 
Levi matrix of the structure on 2‘ defined by $2. + TF ‘(Z) has at least one 
eigenvalue <O at every characteristic point of Y/L-+ T:‘(Z) then the 
structure is hypocomplex. It suffices then to apply Theorem 4.1. 1 
If the Levi matrix of the structure on 2‘ defined by %i +Ty.‘(Z‘) has at 
least one eigenvalue <O at every characteristic point of U’i- + T:‘(L), then, 
by antipodality, it also has one eigenvalue >O at every such point. 
Let Q, pl , . . . . p,, be as in (2.3), (2.4), and (2.18). We shall use the 
notation 
v, = 1 (a~,iw(x, 4 i) wi,. 
We have, on C n Q (in the coordinates xi, [, tk), 
H,,, = L + V, (k = I, . . . . n). (5.1) 
Note also that, in those coordinates, 
9,= api, (i= 1, . . . . m). (5.2) 
If (for fixed 0 we regard the L, as vector fields in the base, we see that they 
must commute, since the H,, do. 
We need to deal with functions delined in subsets of the real cotangent 
bundle of Z, T*Z. If 7 E 2‘n 52 we use the coordinates ii, [,, ik in TTZ with 
respect to the basis (n~~,di,,dt,),.,,,.,,,.,... Thanks to (51)and (5.2) 
we see that the characteristic set of the system (4.1) is defined by the 
equations 
[, = a( Lk) = 0, i= 1 , . . . . m, k = 1, . . . . n. (5.3) 
Here a(L,) is the symbol of L,: 
o(L,)= 4 - f .~,miam, 4 0. 
I- I 
The complex equations (5.3) split into 2(m +n) real equations, possibly 
independent. 
Any submanifold c = const of Zn R, A:, is diffeomorphic to an open 
neighborhood UC of (x,, I,) in .,K via the base projection n. The pushdown 
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of (V’= + T:‘(Z)) I,,,; via 7c is the vector subbundle Vi, of CT.44 ) ,,; spanned 
by the vector fields L, (which commute); Vi defines a formally integrable 
structure on UC. The characteristic set of *y; + T: ‘(.?I) at a point y E A: and 
that of Vi at n(y) can be identified. 
To evaluate the Levi form at v E +?&u 1 ,?I consider the Poisson brackets, 
evaluated at $, 
{i^,, ;‘L it,, 4H,,)j, {4H,,h 4H,,)l (i, j= 1 9 . . . . m, k, I = 1, . . . . n). 
Of course ([,, I;,} ~0. On the other hand, a(H,,)=a(L,)+a(V,). Due to 
the fact that V, is a vector held of type (1, 0), with holomorphic coef- 
ficients, tangent to the intersections Zn CTT,.,,A, we also have, in the 
set (5.3), 
(i,, 4Vk)) = {4L,), am} = {4V,), ao) =o. 
Denote by F the m x n matrix with entries (21) ’ {f,, a(L,)} (l= 0) 
and by G the n xn matrix with entries (21) ’ (a(L,), a(L,)}. We may 
represent the Levi form at i E W’Raz Z by the N x N self-adjoint matrix 
y= O F* [ 1 F G’ 
Note that i{f,, o(Lk)} = (Z/al,) a(L,). If we represent a vector in 43” as a 
“column” [ :] with u E Cm and v E C”, we obtain the Levi quadratic $orm 
(5.4) 
PROPOSITION 5.1. For the Levi form of Z to be positive-semidefinite at a 
point 4 E What Z it is necessary and sufficient that F = 0 and that G be 
positive-semidefinite. 
Proof The condition is obviously sufficient. Conversely, suppose F # 0 
and select v such that F*v # 0, u = -pF*v. Then the value of the right- 
hand side, which is equal to ~Gv. v - p 11 F*vll 2, will be <O as soon as p > 0 
is sufficiently large. 1 
A restatement of Proposition 5.1 is that, for the Levi form of Z to have 
at least one eigenvalue <O at a characteristic point $ E VAat Z, it is 
necessary and sufficient, at the point 7, either that FfO or, if F=O, that 
the Levi matrix G of the system {L,, . . . . L,} have at least one eigenvalue 
<o. 
We recall that a vector subbundle V’” of CT-Y is said to define a CR 
structure on the V” manifold .Y if it is formally integrable and if 
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P‘ n 9 = 0. The structure is said to be of hypersurjtice type if the rank of 
v‘+Q is equal to dim,.X- 1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. The ,following two conditions are equivalent: 
There is an open neighborhood U of (x0, I,) in which the (5.5 
vector fields L, 1; = :” (j = 1, . . . . n) define a CR structure. 
There is an open neighborhood C: of (x,,, to, co) in Z n $2 in (5.6) 
which the vector fields (4. I ) define a CR struc’ture. 
Proof The expressions (5.1) and (5.2) show that the fact that the vector 
fields (4.1) and their complex conjugates are C-linearly independent is 
equivalent to the fact that the vector fields L,, . . . . L, are C-linearly inde- 
pendent [if the latter property holds at (x,,, I,, co) it also holds at nearby 
points (x, f, [)I. 1 
The example below shows how results about the local integrability (and 
hypocomplexity) of the system (5.1 t(5.2), when it defines a CR structure 
of hypersurface type, can be applied to prove the strong solvability of the 
associated system of nonlinear DE. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. We shall look at the following system of DE C in [w’” + ‘. 
We denote by xi, y, (i, j= 1, . . . . n) and s the coordinates in [WZn+’ and by 
t,, q,, and c the dual complex coordinates; we write zi = xi + ry, (I = J-1). 
We take Z to be the zero-set of the following n functions in lWZn+ ’ x C2”+ ‘, 
where akE C, bk(z) is a +?” function in C”, bk(0) =O, and f;(z, s) is a 
%ZX function in C” x [w (k = 1, . . . . n). We shall assume that the vector 
a = (a,, . . . . a,) is ~0; it will be more precisely chosen below. If we write 
LE = a/&?, - lb,(z) d/&, the differential equations will be 
Lzw = tak wz + fk(z, s), k = 1, . . . . n. (5.7) 
Let us use the coordinates x,, JJ,, tk - rqk (i, j, k = I, . . . . n) and (T on Z’; then 
(5.1) will be valid if L, = LF - a, aa/& and 
V, = i (za db,ldz, +~f~/azi)(a/ag,+la/alti)+(af~/as) alaa. 
We shall require, for all i, j= 1, . . . . n, 
db,/&, = ab,ldYi, (5.8) 
L,f, = L,L. (5.9) 
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Condition (5.8) is equivalent to the fact that [L,, L,] = 0, also to the fact 
that there exists a V function cp E VX(C2) such that hi = acp/Zi; (5.8) and 
(5.9) together ensure that {pi, p,} E 0. Actually (5.9) subdivides into two 
conditions: 
LY-r;= Lfj;, (5.10) 
ai ah1a.q = a, aj,jas. (5.11) 
Since a # 0 Condition (5.11) means that l;(z, s) =J;(z, 0) + a,U(z, s). 
For lixed u the vector fields L,, . . . . L, define a CR structure of hyper- 
surface type OR JR’” + ’ which is integrable (or “realizable”) since it admits 
the first integrals z, , . . . . z, and w  = s + da -z + rep(z). The symbol of Lk is 
a(L,) = ii, - a,ai - rh,(z)S; the characteristic set of Z is defined by the 
equations 
ik = 2(94a,a) + 4~2 hk(z))S^, j, = f(h-t(a,a) - & h,(z))& 
f, = tj, = tj = 0, 1 <i,kQn. 
(5.12) 
We can parametrize the fibres of %‘&t Z by means of s^ and thus identify 
each of them to R. The zero-section of @Z&M Z is defined by s^= 0; it has 
no relevance to the hypocomplexity of the libre-holomorphic Hamiltonian 
structure. 
Here the (n+ 1) xn matrix Fin (5.4) is equal to $0 . ..O a] (each entry 
stands for a “column” n-vector) and thus F#O on VRn2 .Z\O provided 
a #O. The matrix G in (5.4) is the hermitian Hessian C%(P of 40, since 
(21) 1 [Lo, t,] = ds+qaz, aZ,. rf [:] 1s an eigenvector of the Levi matrix 6p 
for an eigenvalue i. # 0 and if u = (a,, . . . . II,,, u,, + r) E C” + ’ we have 
u, = 0 (i’ 1, . . . . n), Gi . v = iu, + , , s^u .+,a+Gv=&. (5.13) 
Thus, if v is an eigenvector of G for i and if P . v = 0, then [t] is an eigen- 
vector of 9 for 1.. 
We shall submit a to the following requirement: 
a is an eigenvector of G for its lowest eigenvalue J.,,. (5.14) 
We can find an orthonormal basis of C” consisting of eigenvectors of G and 
including a. From what was just said it follows that every eigenvalue 3. > I,, 
of G that has multiplicity p 2 1 will also be an eigenvalue of Y with multi- 
plicity >p; if & has multiplicity p0 > 1 relative to G, it also will be an 
eigenvalue of 2, with multiplicity 2~~ - 1. On the other hand, set 
i., = $io- (fj.i+s’ lla112)“2, 
ui=o(l <i<n), u,+~ =f llal12/~1, v = a. 
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The definition of I., entails I., = i., + Sz llall ‘ii, = i,, + Su, + , , hence i., a = 
&a + Su, + , a = Ga + Fu, which, together with the definition of u, shows 
that Eqs. (5.13) are satisfied. We reach the following conclusion: if &?@(O) 
is positive-semidefinite, I., < i., is an eigenvalue ~0 of the Levi matrix 9 
of Z; in any case, all the eigenvalues of &$(O) strictly larger than i,, are 
also eigenvalues of 9. 
Suppose that C?&(O) has at least three eigenvalues >O and at least three 
eigenvalues ~0; the same will be true of Y (at characteristic points lying 
above the submanifold z = 0). In this case, according to results of [2], local 
integrability of the fibre-holomorphic Hamiltonian system will hold, and 
Theorem 5.1 will apply. We shall be able to conclude that the system of 
nonlinear equations (5.7) is stably solvable at every point of Z lying on the 
submanifold z = 0. 
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